Introduction
Let F be a finitely generated group. Fix a finite, not necessarily symmetrie generating subset X, and let S = X U X' 1 be the symmetrization of X. WithX and S are classically associated the usual Cayley graph G(T, S), but also the Cayley digraph (or directed graph) G(I\X);in the latter the set ofverticesisT and, for any7 € Tands € X, an oriented edge is drawn from 7 to 75.
We consider the normalized adjacency operators , or transition operators, h x and hs'f these are operators of norm at most 1 on l 2 (T), defined by:
We dénote by #E the number of éléments in the set E. The motivation for this paper came from the following resuit due to de la Harpe, Robertson and Valette [8] which says that with •jgx = <T(X) ifand onlyifX générâtes a free semi-group, anda(X) = r(hx) if either X is symmetrie or T is hyperbolic in the sense ofGromov (but not in gênerai).
In a joint paper with A. Valette [4] , we looked at some conséquences of such kind of results (relating group theory and harmonie analysis) for one-relator groups. In particular, we got the following statistical resuit. For présentations F = (X : r) with a fixed number of generators #X and one relation r, the ratio #{presentation rwith r(h x ) = (#X)~1 /2 and \r\ = N} #{présentation rwith \r\ = N} tends (exponentially fast) to 1 when N tends to +oo. This means that "most" présenta-tions F = (X : r) give r(hx) = À^ ( w^c^ implies inparticular that the semi-group generated by X in T is free). This is exactly the sense of genericity introduced by Gromov 
Some définitions and notations
For r a word in F* (the free group generated by X), we will dénote by |r| its word length. It is always possible to write r as an alternating product of words with positive exponants In [10] , Ol'shanskii proved that for every fixed 6 > 0, the property of satisfying a 0-condition is genene.
The proof of theorem 1.2
We begin with some lemmas. 
0V) < 2
(2) We want to estimate the number of words r of length n in B(n) such that r contains a sub word of length / > n/4 which does not satisfy ^fW < 1 + <5 or ^"|^| < 1 + 5. There are (n -/ +1) places in r where the subword u can begin. Thus we can write r as r = ri ur 2 and as r is reduced, r x and r 2 are reduced too.We have also | r! | + |r 2 1 = n-/.Thatimplies#{r t } < 2k{2k -l)! 1 *-'" 1 . Sowecansay It follows that for all non trivial wordu ofFx which maps on the identity inT = (X, R), there exists at least one rinR m which has at least ^ ofits éléments in u.
C(n)
<
PROOF OF 3.4 The 0-condition tells that for every reduced diagram A, I(A) < 0#A and by définition #A = E{A) + I(A). We deduce I(A) < j^E{A).
It is enough to look at diagrams with a connectée! interior. In fact, if the reduced diagram A does not have a connected interior, each of its parts with a connected interior define a other reduced diagram (relatively to an other word), so the inequality holds for every part Generic resuit for the existence of a free semi-group 131 of A with a connectée! interior and we conclude by saying that increasing the number of external edges does not change the inequality.
We define the following notation : for a cell fi of the diagram, we dénote Int(f t ) (resp. Ext (fi)) the number of edges of ƒ, which are internai to the diagram (resp. which are on the border of the diagram). We dénote also # ( ƒ,) the total number of edges of the cell fi.
To obtain a contradiction, we suppose that all the cells of one diagram A have more than 1% of their edges inside the diagram ( i.e. for ail ƒ,, we have lOOInt(fi) > #(/i)). It is clear that E (A) = £i Ext{fi) and that /(A) = |£. Int{fi) t because every internai edge belongs exactly to two cells of the diagram and every extemal edge belongs exactly to one cell of the diagram . So we get : 1 is a word with only one change of sign, so it does not belong to TV, which implies that that the image of UILJ^1 in T is not trivial, and so u>\ is different of w 2 in T. We conclude that the semi-group generated by X in T is free. D PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 We just need to remark that the intersection of afinite number of genene properties is always genene and to appeal to lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and orshanskii's result which asserts that for every fixed 0 > 0, the 0-condition is genene (see [10] ). We conclude with the proposition 3.6 and the theorem 1.1, hyperbolicity being genene because it follows from a 0-condition (it was independentely proved by Ol'shanskii [10] and Champetier [2]).
• So we have proved that for finitely presented groups (X, R), the existence of free semi-group generated by X is very frequent, but it could be interesting to see if it easy
